alternatively
although
equally
in brief
in the same way
on the contrary
overall
therefore
whereas
very nearly
it seems
in the same way
as long as
reminiscent
doesn’t follow that
akin to
we see a discrepancy between
as shown by
evidently
in comparison
it is argued that
on the one hand
similarly
thus
yet
consequently
that being so
it looks as if
resembling
could/might be
might show
bordering on
there’s a disproportionate
compared with
finally
in conclusion
just as
on the whole
some argue that
it is as if
to conclude
hence
duly
whence
it seems as though
in the same way
ought to show
approximates to
in the vein of
we find an incongruence
despite the fact that
having said that
in contrast
likewise
one might conclude that
some believe that
to recapitulate
as a result
properly
as though
may perhaps
not unlike
surprisingly shows
resembles
takes after
we find an inequality between
despite this
however
in summing up
nevertheless
or
it has been suggested that
unlike
it is as if
correctly
like
as though
close to
definitely isn’t
differs from
there’s a disparity between
roughly
about
exactly
practically
may possibly
may perhaps
brings to mind
looks a lot like
reminds us of
couldn’t
alludes
I infer
you imply
insinuates
hints at
indicates
declares
there’s a divergence between
juxtaposes
if we analogize
this is analogous with
there’s a dissimilarity between
we can discriminate between
conjures
weigh up the
conflicts with
diverges from
disagrees with
set against
put together with
calls to mind
evokes
it is as if
to recap
prompts us to think of
put adjacent to
there’s a parallel with
this is distinct from
we could nuance this by